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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A filter choke including a magnetic core with an ad 

justable air gap, a first induction coil Wound about the 
core, a second induction coil wound about the core in 
inverted phase relationship to the first coil, the coils 
having ends connected with a common source of pulsat 
ing direct current, said air gap being set so the frequency 
of oscillation is tuned so the ripple of the fields of the 
coils are in 180° phase relationship and cancel each other 
out and equal and opposing magnetic fields are created 
in and through the core preventing magnetic Saturation 
of the core and so full permeability of the core material 
is available for amplification of alternating current flux 
densities. 

awa Tu 

This invention relates to a filter choke and is more 
particularly concerned with a filter choke for removing 
the alternating current components or ripple, from recti 
fied or pulsating direct current. 

In electrical circuits where direct current is required 
and the power source is alternating current, the alternat 
ing current is suitably rectified. The direct current issuing 
from the rectifier is pulsating, that is, the current rises 
and falls in voltage, in a regular pattern similar to a half 
sine wave of the alternating current power Supply. Such 
a rise and fall of voltage is undersirable and oftentimes 
detrimental. Accordingly, filtering and/or choking means 
are employed to eliminate, reduce, or otherwise suitably 
alter the alternating current components or ripple to an 
acceptable form or condition. 
There are several different kinds of filtering and/or 

choking means for the above purpose, each of which is 
particularly adapted for certain classes or types of cir 
cuitry. One such means is the so-called filter choke, which 
is, in essence, an induction coil through which the pull 
sating direct current is conducted. The rise and fall of 
voltage in the current flowing through the choke creates 
an electromotive force which opposes or buffers the volt 
age change in the direct current and thereby reduces or 
diminishes the pulse or ripple. 
The ordinary filter choke involves an induction coil or 

winding about an iron core. The core is provided to in 
crease inductance of the coil by providing a better and 
more concentrated path for the magnetic lines of force 
generated by the coil. 
The normal filter choke for direct current power Sup 

plies allows for direct current saturation of the magnetic 
core. Because of the high uni-directional flux density or 
magnetic current, the effective permeability or magnetic 
amplification factor of the core and its ability to handle 
the inductive swing, is marginal. 
An object of the present invention is to provide a novel 

filter choke configuration wherein a pair of matched 
windings or coils, wound in opposite directions to have 
opposite polarity, are related to a common core, whereby 
the magnetic field generated by the coils and entering or 
passing through the core are equal and opposite and tend 
to cancel each other out, thereby desaturating or ma 
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2 
terially reducing the magnetic saturation of the core 
material and rendering it more effective and available 
for amplification of the variable flux densities. 
A further object of my invention is to provide an im 

proved, more effective and more efficient filter choke 
construction or configuration which can be made at a 
fraction of the physical size and weight of conventional 
filter choke constructions of like ratings. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a novel 
filter choke of the character referred to wherein the 
effective swing is materially increased, as compared with 
conventional choke constructions of like physical size 
and weight, whereby the size and weight of the capacitors 
normally associated with such constructions to eliminate 
or reduce voltage surge, can be materially reduced in size 
and rating, or are not subject to overloading and the like. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide an 
improved and more effective filter choke construction of 
the character referred to above wherein the bleeder cur 
rent requirements, to prevent voltage soaring, are ma 
terially reduced. 

It is an object of my invention to provide a filter choke 
construction wherein the 120 cycle fundamental ripple 
factor and the even, in phase, 240 cycle harmonic or 
component are cancelled out, leaving only the 360 cycle 
harmonics, or component of the ripple. Accordingly, the 
output of the choke provided by this invention contains 
a 360 cycle ripple factor as distinguished from a con 
ventional choke construction wherein the output contains 
a 120 cycle output and is therefore three times as effec 
tive as a conventional choke. 
When conventional filter choke constructions are cas 

caded or arranged in series, their effectiveness is increased 
by a standard multiplication factor, that is, by the square. 
An object of this invention is to provide a novel, im 
proved and more effective filter choke construction 
of the character referred to which is three or more times 
effective than conventional choke constructions and is 
such that when cascaded or arranged in series, their 
effectiveness is increased by at least the cube. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a novel 
two section filter choke construction or configuration 
wherein each section is established in accordance with 
my basic core and coil configuration and in which cer 
tain or selected coils are inverted to vary and control the 
effect of the construction, whereby output requirements 
ranging from constant voltage output to constant current 
output can be advantageously provided. 
The various objects and features of my invention will 

be fully understood from the following detailed descrip 
tion of a typical preferred form and application of my 
invention throughout which description reference is made 
to the accompanying drawing in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a circuit diagram of my new choke con figuration; 
FIGURES 2, 3 and 4 are diagrammatic views of other 

embodiments of my invention; 
FIGURE 5 is a diagrammatic view of one structural 

embodiment of my invention; - 
FIGURE 6 is a diagrammatic view of another structur 

al embodiment of my invention. 
The basic filter choke configuration that I provide as 

illustrated in FIGURE 1 of the drawings, involves a mag 
netic core B of suitable material and design and two coils 
Li and L2, electrically isolated and wound about the core 
B. The coils L and L are wound in opposite directions 
whereby the polarity of their induced magnetic fields 
are opposite to each other. 
The coil L is connected between the positive side of a 

rectifier system 10 and the positive side of a filter capac 
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itor C, while the coil L2 is connected between the nega 
tive sides of the rectifier system 10 and capacitor C. 
The rectifier receives 60 cycle alternating current from 

a suitable power source, such as a generator 12, and puts 
out direct current with a 120 cycle ripple or alternating 
current component. The output of the choke flows to a 
suitable resistance load 13, in accordance with normal 
practice and as illustrated in the drawings. 
The pulsating direct current passes through the coils 

L1 and L2 in such a fashion as to develop opposite and 
opposing, equal magnetic fields. By suitably adjusting the 
air gap of the core, in accordance with standard tech 
niques, the frequency of oscillation is changed and tuned 
so that the 120 cycle ripple of the two fields of opposite 
polarity are in 180° phase relationship. Accordingly, the 
120 cycle ripple factors and the even, 240 cycle compo 
nent of said ripple are cancelled and only the 360 cycle 
component of the ripple, which is uneven and 180 out 
of phase with the even 120 and 240 cycle components 
are established or remain. Further, the magnetic core B is 
desaturated and the full magnetic amplification factor or 
permeability thereof is available for amplification of the 
remaining 360 cycle alternating current flux densities. 
As an example of the effect of the configuration that I 

provide, if ten amperes direct current is passed through 
a one turn coil about a core of one cubic inch, the in 
creased permeability of 29 gage, 3.6% silicon steel is 300 
when flux density for alternating current is 2,500 Max 
wells. If the direct current saturation is eliminated, the 
permeability becomes 5100. This results in a gain of 
usefulness of the steel by a factor of 5100 divided by 300, 
or 17 times. 
Due to the increase in effective permeability of the core 

B, the number of turns necessary to provide the same in 
ductance is decreased by a factor similar to the square 
root of 17, or about 4, with a consequent reduction in 
copper resistance and a shortening of the magnetic path 
for a further increase in inductance. 

It will be noted that if the original physical size of the 
inductance choke is maintained, a reduction of the size 
of the filter capacitor C is allowed. 

It will be further noted that since transformer utiliza 
tion factors are increased by choke input, in an equiv 
alent complete circuit, the transformer and the choke may 
be reduced to approximately one-third normal size. 
FIGURE 2 of the drawings is a diagram of a two sec 

tion filter choke embodying the present invention. The 
set-up or configuration now under consideration includes 
a first section X and a second section Y. The first section 
X involves a core B' and a pair of coils L. and L. related 
thereto. The section X is connected with the plus and 
minus sides of a rectifier 10' receiving current from a 
generator 12' and with a capacitor C, similar to the con 
figuration shown in FIGURE 1 of the drawings. 
The second section Y includes a core B2, coils L3 and 

L4 and a capacitor C2. The coils L3 and L4 are connected 
in series with the coils Ll and LP of the first section X. 
The output side of the section Y is connected with a 
suitable resistance 13. 

It will be apparent that if the matched coils L-L and 
L3-L4 were wound in like directions, all in series, the 
cores B and B2 would not be desaturated and the 120 
cycle ripple in the magnetic fields would not cancel each 
other out. Rather, the cores would be saturated and the 
120 cycle ripple or alternating current component would 
remain in the output. 
Such a set-up would be no more than a pair of cas 

caded, conventional filter choke constructions. The cores 
would store voltage and the resulting set-up would con 
stitute a tapped storage inductor. 

If coil L1 is inverted, as illustrated in FIGURE 2 of the 
drawings, the core B is desaturated and the 120 cycle 
ripple and its even 240 cycle component are cancelled. 
Core B would have no storage effect. The second Section 
of this set-up receives the 360 cycle output from the first 
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4. 
section. Since the coils L3 and L4 are not inverted relative 
to each other, the second section provides storage effect. 
Accordingly, the configuration shown in FIGURE 2 pro 
vides increased capacitance plus filter storage through volt 
age feed back action. 

It will be apparent that if coil L2 was inverted instead 
of coil Li, the same effect would be accomplished. 
With the same, basic, two section configuration, if 

neither coil L1 or L2 were inverted and coil L in the 
second section Y was inverted, as illustrated in FIGURE 
3 of the drawings, the first section of the set-up would 
have storage effect and its output to the second section Y 
would have 120 cycle ripple. The second section would 
cancel out the 120 cycle ripple and its even 240 cycle 
component and its output would contain only the 360 
cycle harmonic of the AC component, which would be 
effectively choked. This set-up would provide energy stor 
age plus voltage feed back of alternating current com 
ponents not desired in the output and would be particu 
larly serviceable in constant voltage output power Sup 
plies. The choke action of the input section is enhanced 
by the voltage feedback of the second section. 

It will be apparent that if L4 was inverted, instead of 
L3, the resulting set-up would have the same effect as 
that illustrated in FIGURE 3 and described above. 
With the same, basic two section configuration as set 

forth above, if one or the other of coils 1 and 2 and 
one or the other of coils 3 and 4 were inverted relative 
to its related coil, both the first and the second sections 
X and Y would provide voltage feed back and there 
would be no storage effect in the resulting structure. 

In FIGURE 4 of the drawings, I have illustrated coils 
1 and 3 inverted relative to their related coils 2 and 4, 
in accordance with the above. 
With a configuration as set forth above and as illus 

trated in FIGURE 4 of the drawings, a capacitive filter 
with voltage feed back is provided. This form of choking 
provides a constant current power supply. 

In FIGURE 5 of the drawing I have illustrated, di 
agrammatically, a typical embodiment of my invention. 
The structure includes a AA105-Arnold core B. The 

several coils L1, LP, L3 and L4 are alike and matched. 
For example, the coils consist of 1500 turns each of No. 
22 heavy Formar, good to at least 850 v. AC input to 
bridge rectifier and one ampere current. The filter capaci 
tors C1 and C2 are alike and rated at 15 UF. 
The weight of the structure disclosed and set forth 

above would be less then ten pounds. 
The effective inductance of this structure as a choke 

input filter is the same as two series chokes of 1.36 henries 
each, 400 volts, 1 ampere output at 0.425% ripple (360 
cycle). The core separation at L1 and L3 is about 546 
of an inch, while the separation between L2 and L4 is 

imal. The air gap on each side is approximately 0.023 
Cl 
In the above structure there is storage effect. 
Employing the same basic structure as set forth above, 

but inverting Li relative to L2 and changing the phase 
thereof for capacity input, requires a 1% inch air gap for 
0.27% ripple at 1 ampere, 400 v. DC. This results in 
the equivalent of two 1.67 henry chokes and utilizes about 
two-thirds of the core. 
Reducing coils L3 and L4 to 500 turns each gives 0.5 

v. r. m.s.. or 0.125% ripple at 400 volts direct current, 1 
ampere output. At A6 inch air gap, effective inductance is 
2.4 henries at each coil. 
Making coils L3 and L4 1000 turns each, the air gap on 

the plus side A6 inches and the air gap on the minus side 
%2 of an inch, minimum separation of coils on the lower 
or minus side and maximum on the other or plus side (1 
ampere, 400 v. db out and 0.035% ripple, the effective 
inductive action of each coil is about 4.25 henries. In 
this set-up, there is no storage action and the back EMF 
effect of the transformers is used to buck the voltage 
ripple frequency. 
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It is to be noted that the first capacitor C acts as a 
phase shift network as in any transmission line. The 
output capacitor C2 acts as the termination. 

It will be noted that an increased air gap increases 
tolerance to capacitance variations. 
As is illustrated in FIGURE 6 of the drawings, the 

present invention can be advantageously employed or 
established with a standard E core. For example, an 
Arnold R-100 square stack core B, with about 1500 turns 
of No. 29 wire on each of three legs and connected as 
illustrated in FIGURE 6 of the drawings, produces the 
equivalent of 14 henries inductance with storage capacity 
and is rated at 6 ampere. 
From the foregoing, it will be apparent that I have in 

vented a new and improved filter choke configuration or 
construction which is highly effective and dependable in 
operation and which makes possible the establishment 
of filter choke components that are a fraction of the size, 
Weight and cost of conventional filter choke configura 
tions of like rating. 

Having described only typical preferred forms and ap 
plications of my invention, I do not wish to be limited to 
the specific details herein set forth, but wish to reserve 
to myself any modifications and variations that may ap 
pear to those skilled in the art and which fall within the 
scope of the following claims. 

Having described my invention I claim: 
1. A filter choke of the character referred to includ 

ing a first induction coil wound about a magnetic core 
With a set air gap, a second induction coil about the mag 
netic core and wound in inverted phase relationship to 
the first coil, said coils having ends connected with a 
Source of pulsating direct current, and create equal and 
opposing magnetic fields in and through the magnetic 
core preventing magnetic saturation of the core, so the 
full permeability of the core material is available for 
amplification of alternating current flux densities. 

2. A filter choke of the character referred to includ 
ing a magnetic core with a set air gap, a first induction coil 
Wound about the core and having one end connected with 
a source of pulsating direct current and its other end 
connected with one side of a filter capacitor and having 
a lead to connect with one side of a resistance load, a 
second induction coil wound about the magnetic core in 
phase opposition to the first coil and having one end 
connected with the source of pulsating direct current and 
its other end connected with the other side of the filter 
capacitor and having a load connected with the other 
side of the resistance load, the air gap being set so the 
frequency of oscillation is tuned so the ripple of the fields 
of the coils are in 180° phase relationship and so equal 
and opposing magnetic fields are created in and through 
the magnetic core, resulting in desaturation of the mag 
nectic core whereby the full permeability of the core ma 
terial is available for amplification of alternating cur 
rent flux densities. 

3. A filter choke of the character referred to includ 
ing a magnetic core with a set air gap, a first induction 
coil wound about the core and having one end connected 
with the positive side of a rectifier and its other end con 
nected with the plus side of a filter capacitor and hav 
ing a lead to connect with the plus side of a resistance 
load, a second inductance coil wound about the core in 
inverted phase opposition to the first coil and having one 
end connected with the minus side of the rectifier and 
its other end connected with the minus side of the filter 
capacitor and having a lead connected with the minus 
side of the resistance load, the air gap being Set so the 
frequency of oscillation is tuned so the ripple of the fields 
of the coils are in 180° phase relationship and; whereby 
equal and opposing magnetic fields are created in and 
through the core resulting in desaturation of the mag 
netic core, so the full permeability of the core material 
is available for amplification of alternating current flux 
densities. 
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6 
4. A filter choke of the character referred to includ 

ing an E-shaped magnetic core, a first induction coil 
Wound about one outside leg of the core, a second in 
duction coil wound about the other outside leg of the 
core, and a desaturating ripple bucking coil wound about 
the center leg of the core, each outside core being con 
nected to one polarity of the rectifier system on the in 
put and to a like polarized capacitor at its output, the 
center leg coil connected in desired polarity to one or 
the other of the input coils and thence to an output 
capacitor and to a direct current load. 

5. A structure as set forth in claim 1 wherein said 
ends of the coils are connected with a source of rectified 
60 cycle alternating current and said air gap is set to the 
sixth harmonic of the 60 cycle input current, so the 
fundamental 120 cycle ripples and the even 240 cycle 
components thereof, in the two coils, are in 180° phase 
relationship and cancel each other out and the unevened 
360 cycle components are in 360° phase relationship and 
are cumulative in effect. 

6. A structure as set forth in claim 2 wherein said one 
end of the coil is connected with a source of rectified 60 
cycle alternating current and said air gap is set to the 
sixth harmonic of the 60 cycle input current, so the 
fundamental 120 cycle ripples and the even 240 cycle 
components thereof, in the two coils, are in 180° phase 
relationship and cancel each other out and the uneven 
360 cycle components are in 360° phase relationship 
and are cumulative in effect. 

7. A structure as set forth in claim 3 wherein said 
rectifier is connected with a source of 60 cycle alternat 
ing current and the air gap is set to the sixth harmonic 
of the 60 cycle input current, so the fundamental 120 
cycle ripples and the even 240 cycle components there 
of, in the two coils, are in 180° phase relationship and 
cancel each other out and the uneven 360 cycle com 
ponents are in 360° phase relationship and are cumula 
tive in effect. 

8. A filter choke of the character referred to includ 
ing, a first magnetic core, matched first and second in 
duction coils wound about the first core, the first coil 
having one end connected with the positive side of a 
rectifier receiving 60 cycle alternating current, and its 
other end connected with the positive side of a first 
filter capacitor, the second coil having one end con 
nected with the negative side of the rectifier and its other 
end connected with the negative side of the first filter 
capacitor, a second core, matched third and fourth in 
duction coils wound about the second core, the third 
coil having one end connected with the positive side of 
the first condenser and its other end connected with the 
positive side of a second condenser, the fourth coil hav 
ing one end connected to the negative side of the first 
condenser and its other end connected with the negative 
side of the second condenser, and a resistance load con 
nected between the sides of the second condenser, one 
of the coils related to the first core being wound in 
inverted phase relationship to its related coil whereby 
the magnetic fields induced by said coils are of opposite 
polarity and cancel each other to prevent saturation of 
the related core and render it available for amplification 
of alternating flux densities, said related core being ad 
justed whereby the 120 cycle fundamental ripple fre 
quencies and their even 240 cycle components in the 
magnetic fields of said related coils are in phase opposi 
tion and are cancelled out and whereby the even 360 
cycle components are in phase and are cumulative. 

9. A filter choke of the character referred to includ 
ing, a first magnetic core, matched first and second in 
duction coils wound about the first core, the first coil 
having one end connected with the positive side of a 
rectifier receiving 60 cycle alternating current, and its 
other end connected with the positive side of a first filter 
capacitor, the second coil having one end connected with 
the negative side of the rectifier and its other end con 
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nected with the negative side of the first filter capacitor, 
a second core, matched third and fourth induction coils 
wound about the second core, the third coil having one 
end connected with the positive side of the first con 
denser and its other end connected with the positive side 
of a second condenser, the fourth coil having one end 
connected to the negative side of the first condenser and 
its other end connected with the negative side of the 
second condenser, and a resistance load connected be 
tween the sides of the second condenser, one of said coils 
related to the second core being wound in inverted phase 
relationship to its related coil whereby the magnetic 
fields induced by said coils are of opposite polarity and 
cancel each other to prevent saturation of the related core 
and render it available for amplification of alternating 
flux densities, said related core being adjusted whereby 
the 120 cycle fundamental ripple frequencies and their 
even 240 cycle components in the magnetic fields of said 
related coils are in phase opposition and are cancelled 
out and whereby the even 360 cycle components are in 
phase and are cumulative. 

10. A filter choke of the character referred to includ 
ing, a first magnetic core, matched first and second in 
duction coils wound about the first core, the first coil 
having one end connected with the positive side of a 
rectifier receiving 60 cycle alternating current, and its 
other end connected with the positive side of a first filter 
capacitor, the second coil having one end connected with 
the negative side of the rectifier and its other end con 
nected with the negative side of the first filter capacitor, 
a second core, matched third and fourth induction coils 
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wound about the second core, the third coil having one 
end connected with the positive side of the first condenser 
and its other end connected with the positive side of a sec 
ond condenser, the fourth coil having one end connected 
to the negative side of the first condenser and its other end 
connected with the negative side of the second condenser, 
and a resistance load connected between the sides of the 
second condenser, one of the coils related to each of the 
cores being wound in inverted phase relationship to its 
related coil whereby the magnetic fields induced by said 
coils are of opposite polarity and cancel each other to 
prevent saturation of the cores and render the cores avail 
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30 

able for full amplification of alternating flux densities, the 
said related cores being adjusted whereby the 120 cycle 
fundamental ripple frequencies and their even 240 cycle 
components in the magnetic field of said related coils 
are in phase opposition and are cancelled out and where 
by the uneven 360 cycle components are in phase and 
are cumulative. 
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